“A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME” — ADVOCACY AND PROGRAM NOMENCLATURE

Juliet’s words in Act II, Scene 1 of Shakespeare’s famous play are not just a part of her quest for a resolution to the couple’s big family-oriented dilemma; they are also emblematic of the problems created by names and our attachments to them. This is apparent in several areas of descriptive nomenclature used in college programs for languages other than English (LOTE) which we will examine through the lens of advocacy.

LOTE is too technical. How about Foreign Languages? Modern Languages? World Languages? The negative in “foreign” is its otherness. However, “world” and “modern” should include English. A discussion in the FLTEACH forum brought no consensus or even majority opinion in this matter.1

“Foreign” seems to have the edge in program nomenclature, agency, and association names (Foreign Service, ACTFL, ADFL, foreign exchange, etc.). Some departments are convinced that the label “foreign” carries the weight of otherness and mischaracterizes languages like Spanish, spoken extensively in the US.2 Though resulting name changes are intended to have an advocacy value, debate around this issue will always be inconclusive.

Within these “foreign,” “world,” and “modern” language programs are labels whose meanings present other difficulties. “French” is one of them. What do we mean when “French” is a curriculum subcategory in a department description? Is it the language of France as it is spoken in Paris? Is it a program which guides students to the canonical literary culture and history associated with the geographic parameters of the language described. The origin of literature as the perfunctory center of French programs and the general goal of learning the language may well date back to a nineteenth-century MLA presentation.3

Is “French” a program where students can experience the dialects or patois which used to stand as languages similar to French inside the Hexagone. Does the word “French” imply this plus the language and culture of “La France d’Outre-Mer” and other countries where French is an official or extensively-spoken language? Spanish programs were comparatively quick in giving appropriate weight to non-Peninsular Spanish and its cultural expression.

French programs which limit their focus to one country and its literary history will not be praised for a specialization which neglects most of the 700,000,000 French speakers projected by demographers.4
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We know that many serious students of French have much wider interests than the ones implicit in a literature-centered “French” program, as you can see in those portrayed on this French and careers site.6

Fortunately, national standards, ACTFL proficiency guidelines, recognized writing assessments, and portfolios allow focus and targets for programs, preventing the runaway informational disorientation portrayed on this French and careers site.

French is an office or extensively-spoken language? Spanish programs were comparatively quick in giving appropriate weight to non-Peninsular Spanish and its cultural expression.

French, which made us a “low-producing” program in the eyes of the Tennessee Higher Education Commission (THEC). In 2009, the state of Tennessee embraced “Complete College America,” and the Tennessee state legislature ordered public colleges to increase graduation rates to a targeted number by 2015 to be in line with the national average. In all of this, an alternative to “elimination” named by THEC was “consolidation.”7 All but one of the Tennessee Regents colleges had adopted what can best be described as an “umbrella” degree, a BA in “Foreign Languages” with “concentrations” in areas which had once been called majors. This change saved all language major programs with less than ten graduates per year. The idea behind THEC’s plan was to enhance funding of high-producing majors by eliminating or consolidating low-producing majors. I and some other department faculty had favored the change to an umbrella major for two years. The vote at my institution had to represent a consensus, and there was at least one important faculty member who felt very strongly that a change in the name of the major would discourage recruitment of talented faculty and students. This faculty member was not sure how graduate programs and
employers would view the change. Even after I presented the following list of umbrella majors, I was unable to sway the vote, and we lost our French major. I do not doubt that this was a wrong decision. What is amazing is that it was made in a department of devoted teacher-scholars who are generally excellent program builders.

On a national scale, it is easy to see why the case cited above probably applies to dozens of small to medium sized public four-year colleges. Language faculty need to be aware and involved with layers of possible advocacy actions. Nomenclature options do not mitigate the fact that the merit of any particular degree is the merger of planning, content, work, and result, the same factors that determine its reception. However, departments should not be afraid of the political act of changing a program’s name, provided it conforms to what they do and does not confuse the public that will use the skills of its graduates.
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